Stephen Poplin
returning to our roots
Two programs at the Fellowship in VB, VA
Saturday May 25, 2019

Stories and Lessons from Life between Lives
10:30 - 2 pm

Group Galactic Recall
3 - 4:30 pm
Morning program - $40
Afternoon experience - $15 for those who attended the morning program,
$25 otherwise
at the Fellowship Center - 620 14th St, VB
snacks will be provided
bring a pillow, blanket etc for group experiential

Life between Lives: the inter-journey of the soul
Stories and Lessons from my books - "Inner Journeys, Cosmic Sojourns: Life transforming stories,
adventures and messages from a spiritual hypnotherapist's casebook" volumes 1 & 2
Where do we go when we die? Do we choose our parents, our family and friends, before we are born?
Are we working out karma in this life? Do we have a special purpose or mission? Weaving religious
traditions, the psychic readings of Edgar Cayce, the phenomenon of NDEs (near death experiences) plus
Michael Newton's provocative research (which resulted in his best-selling Journey of Souls and Destiny
of Souls), author and hypnotherapist Stephen Poplin will describe the vast arenas of spiritual exploration
when we are not incarnated in our bodies. In this informative program, we will deal with humanity's
great questions of soul and spirit, life and death and life again. Along the way, we will discuss soul
groups, life lessons, love contracts, guidance from above, reincarnation, interplanetary sojourns, and
choosing earth bodies. Oh yes, and a few ghost stories. Edgar Cayce had some intriguing things to say
about where we go when not on the earth!
This will be quite a ride, and You signed up for it!
Then an experiential! ...

Group Galactic Recall … an afternoon experience - 3 – 4:30 pm
Stephen will present a talk on life between lives and outline the various ways one can recall these soul
memories, emphasizing personal recollection via hypnosis. This discussion will be followed by a
fascinating experiential in which we uncover images and themes from your soul's meta-memories when
not in the body. Contact one's soul guides, celestial family and higher beings. Body and life choices were
decided in Spirit. What is your mission? Venture into this expansive spiritual journey of your own soul
development.
1 1/2 to 2 hour program. Bring a pillow and a blanket and your adventurous self!
Stephen Poplin, M.A., ChT, trance-personal hypnotherapist, astrologer, author, mischief maker
Please email Stephen at stephen@transpersonal.us or call 515 708 7805 for more information.
Stephen's website: www.transpersonal.us

